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_____________
 

UPCOMING CUR EVENTS & DEADLINES
CUR events are in indigo, and CUR deadlines are in green

 

NCUR 2023 Abstract Submission Deadline
Extended | December 7, 2022

 
Arts & Humanities Design Contest Deadline

December 15, 2022
 

Health Science Innovative Mentor Award Deadline
December 31, 2022

 
Health Science NCUR Presentation Award Deadline

December 31, 2022
 

CUR Dialogues Early Bird Registration Deadline
December 31, 2022

 
CUR Conversation: MCS Seminar Series

January 9, 2023
 

ConnectUR 2023 Abstract Deadline
January 31, 2023

 

CUR Dialogues (virtual conference)
February 14-17, 2023 - Guided

February 15-17, 2023 - Standard
 

Social Sciences Outstanding Mentor Award Deadline
March 1, 2023

 
Set Up Your Submission for Post-Award Success

Manage It Moving Forward Online Intensive
March 15, 2023

 
NCUR 2023 hosted by the University of Wisconsin

- Eau Claire | April 13-15, 2023
 

Scholars Transforming through Research (STR)
Spring Showcase | April 25-26, 2023

 
ConnectUR 2023 Conference

June 22-23, 2023 - Online
June 26-28 - Onsite, Pittsburgh, PA
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Successful Nominations for the 2023-2024 Term Start
On November 15, 2022, the nominations for a term start of 2023-2024 closed. CUR received a record-high
number of nominations for division councilors across all 13 divisions and for the executive board openings.
We are excited to see an increase in nominations engagement. This is a credit to many of our division chairs
and current councilors who helped make this a possibility by sharing their unique stories to recruit new
thought leaders for the future. Stay tuned for January 27, 2023 when elections open. Want to get involved in
other ways with CUR? Check out our Volunteer page for open opportunities >>

_____________
 

Early Bird Registration Closes December 31
Are you writing a grant proposal? Are you looking for funding for your undergraduate research program?
Whether you are currently seeking funding, plan to in the future, or help in any capacity with grant writing,
you should be attending CUR Dialogues 2023. The hours of content, networking, and discussions with
decision-makers provide a chance to see where you can truly compete and succeed to earn your
undergraduate research programs what they need. Send three or more to receive a group discount. Choose
between Standard and Guided experiences >>
 
Looking for an additional educational offering to help with your grant process? Check out our newly
released online intensive entitled, Set Up Your Submission for Post-Award Success Manage It Moving
Forward. This one-day online intensive, taking place March 15, 2023, will provide depth on proposal
development and management strategies and tactics. Learn More >>

_____________
 

NCUR Submission Extended
You spoke. We listened. Due to end-of-the-semester challenges and workload, the University of Wisconsin -
Eau Claire received an overwhelming outreach for the request to extend the original abstract submission
deadline to December 7, 2022. Please notify your students and staff of this extension by sharing our social
posts from @CURinAction or sending them to the abstract homepage. Make sure to submit by December
7, 2022 >>
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_____________
 

Arts & Humanities Design Contest
CUR’s Arts & Humanities Division is asking undergraduates to send in their own
creative designs for a sticker promoting the division’s website. The designer of the
winning sticker will receive a $250 gift certificate to Blick Art Supplies. Designs should
be fun and creative. They are looking for something anyone would be happy to put on
their water bottle, laptop, or car. Submit your design by December 15, 2022 >>

_____________
 

Download Your Copy of Fall 2022 SPUR
The Fall 2022 issue of SPUR is now available. This issue features articles on
improving the retention of commuter STEM students, CUREs, the impact of
undergraduate research experiences on graduate degree attainment, a unique
integrated biology and literature course, and more. Download the PDF or EPUB
version here >>

_____________
 

Four Universities Adopt ForagerOne Lite
To support champions of UR in spawning new collaborations for research
and experiential learning, the ForagerOne team recently launched a new
‘Lite’ version of their marketplace platform designed to provide individual
offices and departments a smaller-scale and easy-to-implement option. Four
universities have joined ForagerOne’s Fall 2022 cohort to seed a
community where students and faculty can easily connect and engage with
one another. Find out if the Lite or Enterprise offering is best for you >>

_____________
 

Share Your Knowledge at ConnectUR
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The ConnectUR conference provides a forum where attendees can draw on knowledge exchange,
scholarship of teaching and learning, group discussion, and community building, to expand their approaches
to undergraduate research. It is open to all individuals with a commitment to or interest in undergraduate
research. No matter your discipline, title, or institution type, ConnectUR is for you. ConnectUR 2023 will be a
dual experience conference with online, onsite, and bundled options from which to choose. Abstracts are
being accepted until January 31, 2023. Discover more about ConnectUR 2023 here >>

_____________
 

Featured Undergraduate Research Highlights
 

 
An undergraduate

researcher's paper gets
published by the Royal
Society of Chemistry

 
The latest Featured UR story highlights a

Vancouver Island University researcher's work
on how microplastics are affected by sunlight.

Continue Reading

 
Celebrate Your Success!

 
1. Has your institution written a piece about

your students doing undergraduate research?
Become one of our Featured UR Highlights by

sharing the story here>>

2. Have you recently been honored by your
peers or won an award? Make sure to tag

@CURinAction when you tweet your good
news so we can celebrate with you.

 

 
Student Opportunities

 
Internships and Research Opps

- Virginia Commonwealth University Summer
Research Program

- DOE Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internship
- DOE Community College Internships

- Homeland Security Summer Research Team
Program for Minority Serving Institutions

- Stanford CARE Scholars Program
- Native American Research Assistantship

 
Paper and Presentation Opps

- Noetica Journal of Global Premodern Studies
- National Academy for Health and Physical Literacy

- LEARNMEM 2023 Conference
 
 

 
What's Buzzing in the

Community?
Be a part of the 2,000+ discussions

that are happening now!
 

Latest Discussion Posts
- Upholding DEI in REU Admissions Process

- Protocols for Undergrad Research Mentoring
Concerns

 
Latest on the Job Board

- Assistant Director of Undergraduate Research
at the University of Chicago

- Chemistry Instructor
at Johnson C. Smith University

- Director of the Office of Undergraduate Research
at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte

 
 

Connect with CUR on Social Media
Stay up-to-date between eNews by following CUR via these social media
accounts.
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Our Twitter handle is @CURinAction.
Make sure to follow @CURpresident on Twitter as well.
The Council on Undergraduate Research has a Facebook page,
and you can also find us on LinkedIn.
Our video content can be found on our YouTube site.
 
 

Council on Undergraduate Research
267 Kentlands Blvd #4021
Gaithersburg, MD 20878

202.783.4810
www.cur.org
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